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ImTOO iPhone Transfer is the professional iPhone transferring software for iPhone music,
video and photo. It is a PC to iPhone transfer tool to transfer videos, music and photos
from PC to iPhone. It can also transfer iPhone file from iPhone to computer (iPhone to PC),
backup iPhone to computer.

ImTOO iPhone Transfer works well with iPhone and iPhone 3G, iPhone 3.0, and fully
supports transferring files from PC to iPhone. No other iPod transferring software
currently on the market is able to do this with the same efficiency. And any other iPod
transfer software in the market cannot parallel with this iPhone transfer so far.
As an excellent iPhone backup tool, ImTOO iPhone Transfer helps you transfer iPhone
music, videos and photos to the hard drive of your computer, and vice versa. It can
transfer files from iPhone to iTunes 8.2, too.
Acting as an iPhone copy tool, ImTOO iPhone Transfer can make your iPhone a portable
hard disk by opening it with Windows Explorer.

Main Functions

iPhone to PC transferiPhone to PC transfer
Transfer iPhone music, videos, movies and photos from iPhone to computer for iPhone content
backup.

PC to iPhone transferPC to iPhone transfer
Transfer music, videos, movies, photos on your computer to iPhone with no need to remove
your original files.

iPhone to PC transferiTunes alternative
ImTOO iPhone Transfer can import iPhone audio and video files to iTunes library on your
computer.

PC to iPhone transferTake iPhone as a portable hard disk
Open iPhone with Windows Explorer and use it as a portable hard disk to manage your iPhone
contents.

 

Key Features

ImTOO iPhone Transfer fully supports the latest iPhone, iPod touch Firmware 3.0, and
iPhone 3.0.

It can not only transfer music and movies from PC to iPhone, but also transfer photos
from computer to iPhone.

Use Filter and Quick Search to find music, videos, photos and anything you want as
quickly and easily with iTunes.

Allows you to create and edit your own playlists to manage and classify your music,
videos and photos.
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Provides two viewing modes: thumbnails and list. Add your desired picture for the file
cover in the thumbnails mode.

Automatically identifies iPhone and shows its capacity, model, image once connected to
the iPhone transfer.

system   requirements

OS :                          Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Ready
Processor :             1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :                        256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card :         Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others :                     iTunes 8.2
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